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Here at last is the complete basic Jewish cook book that all lovers of Jewish food have wanted. It

contains the traditional recipes for all notable Jewish dishes, including, besides the famous ones,

many little-known, excellent meat, soup, pudding, wine, cordial, and cake recipes that are sure to

achieve wide popularity. In addition to the menus there is full information on all aspects of Jewish

cooking: the various styles-Hungarian, Russian, German, Viennese, Romanian, Israeli, etc.;

suggested menus; special holiday meals; dietary laws; food customs, etc.
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Here at last is the complete basic Jewish cook book that all lovers of Jewish food have wanted. It

contains the traditional recipes for all notable Jewish dishes, including, besides the famous ones,

many little-known, excellent meat, soup, pudding, wine, cordial, and cake recipes that are sure to

achieve wide popularity. In addition to the menus there is full information on all aspects of Jewish

cooking: the various styles-Hungarian, Russian, German, Viennese, Romanian, Israeli, etc.;

suggested menus; special holiday meals; dietary laws; food customs, etc.

Ok, how does one actually review a cookbook? There are no characters, no plot, no thrilling

conclusion, and no plot holes to pick apart. Weird. I shall give it a shot anyway. :)This book serves

as a pretty good road map for the Jewish cook. Even if you are not Jewish, this is an excellent

cookbook, and it seems to have some of the most clearly explained recipes I have encountered in it.

It is very concise and well-written. There is an excellent introduction, and snippets of relevant

background information about the dishes, the ingredients, and their intended uses (holidays, etc). If

you are looking for a good all-around Jewish cookbook, this is it. This well-known classic really does



contain everything you can imagine, and often provides variants on popular recipes. I am quite

thrilled with this purchase, and it will get plenty of use. Used hardcovers currently start at $0.40 on ,

an unbelievable bargain! Go for it. :)

This is a little gem of a book! The recipes are from the 1940`s and are the real deal. Everything is

explained clearly & the book is nicely formatted so reading it doesn't give you a headache out of

frustration. This is out of print, so you'll need to buy used, but it's very much worth it. It's a great

book to add to your kitchen.

Just a plain and simple collections of food I remember from my childhood. I bought a second copy

for my daughter. I may buy one more for my son and daughter-in -law as well.

Love this cookbook. Had it and got one for my daughter.

Have tried several recipes and still have many many more to go! I think they are just wonderful and I

just love reading the book as a book as well as a cookbook!

Wonderful primer!

Perfect

Have loved this book since 1956 and wanted our newly married granddaughter to have it for herself.

She was delighted with it.
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